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INTO ISOMORPHISMS OF SPACES OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS

KRZYSZTOF JAROSZ

Abstract. If X and Y are locally compact Hausdorff spaces and T is a

linear map from an extremely regular subspace of Co (X) into Co (Y) such that

\\T\\ ||T_1|| < 2, then X is a continuous image of a subset of Y.

Introduction. For a locally compact Hausdorff space X, we denote by Cr,{X)

the Banach space of all continuous complex valued functions defined on X which

vanish at infinity, equipped with a usual sup norm. In case X is compact, we write

C{X) instead of C0{X).
A well-known Banach-Stone theorem states that the existence of an isometry

between the function spaces Cn(X) and CrjQO implies X and Y are homeomorphic.

D. Amir [1] and M. Cambern [3] independently generalized this theorem by

proving that if Cn(X) and Co{Y) are isomorphic under an isomorphism T satisfying

||T|| HT"-1!! < 2, then X and Y must also be homeomorphic.

A generalization of another type of the Banach-Stone theorem was given by W.

Holsztyñski [5]. He proved that if there exists a linear isometry of C(X) into C(Y)

then X is a continuous image of a closed subset of Y.

In [2] Y. Benyamini found, for compact metric spaces, a common generalization

of the theorem of Amir-Cambern and Holsztyñski. Namely he proved that if X

is a compact metric space, 0 < e < 1, and T is a linear homomorphism of C(X)

into C(Y) satisfying ||/|| < ||T/|| < (1 + e)||/|| for all / £ C(X), then first there is

a continuous function <p from a closed subset Y\ of Y onto X; second there is an

isometry $ of C(X) into C(Y) such that

Hf)(y) = f°<p(y) for yen,

and

||*-T||<3e.

An example given by Benyamini proves that the second part of his theorem in

general does not hold for nonmetric spaces. The purpose of this note is to show

that the first part of Benyamini's theorem is valid also for nonmetrizable spaces.

The result. According to [4], a closed linear subspace A of Cn(X) is said to be

extremely regular if for each xn in X, each neighbourhood U of zn ana each e > 0,

there is a function / in A such that:

1. 1 = /(*„) = ||/||;
2. |/(x)|<eforallxeX-C/.

Theorem. Let X, Y be locally compact spaces and let T be a linear isomorphism

of an extremely regular subspace A o/Cn(X) onto a closed linear subspace B o{Cq{Y).
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// \\T\\ H?1-1!! = k < 2 then there is a subset Y\ of Y and a continuous function <ç

fromYi ontoX. Moreover, ifX is compact thentp can be extended to a continuous

function <p from Y\ onto X.

We divide the proof of the theorem into two lemmas, and we assume, without

loss of generality, that ||T|| = k and HT"1!] = 1.

Lemma 1. Assume A is an extremely regular subspace ofC^(X). Then for each

xo in X, each neighbourhood U of xq and each e > 0 there is a function f in A such

that:

1.1 =/(so) = 11/11;
2. \f{x)\<eforallxeX-U;
3. \f{x) - (Re /(x)) + | < e for all x in X,

where for a real number y we define

y
y  ify>0,

0   ify<0.

Proof. Fix £n in X, e > 0 and an open neighbourhood U of xq and let n be a

positive integer such that 1/n < e/2.

We shall define by induction a sequence (/fc)^=1 C A and a descending sequence

of neighbourhoods (Ukj'k-i of the point xn-

To this end we set U\=U and let /i be any function from A such that ||/i|| =

1 = /i(xn) and |/i(x)| < e/2 for all x in X — XJ\. Assume we have defined Uk and

fk) then

r/fe+1 = {xGC/fc:|/fc(x)-l|<e/2},

and as fk+\ we take any element of A such that ||/fc+i|| = 1 = /fc+i(xn) and

|/fc+i(x)| < e/2 for all x in X — Uk+i- We define

/

1    n

-Eh

Points 1 and 2 of the lemma are evidently fulfilled. We shall check 3. If x 6

X — Ui, then for all fc G N, |/fc(x)| < e/2 and, consequently, |/(x)| < e/2, which gives

3. If x G Ui, then denoting by fco the greatest positive integer not greater than n

such that x G Uk0, we find

m fco-l

n
H eW)-i)+/*«>(*)+ è fiW

<
\j=i
(fco-l)| + l + (n-fc0)|

J=feo+l

n — 1 e

n    2     n
<e,

which again gives 3.

For each x G X (y G Y) let ¿x (¿y) denote the evaluation map on A (on Cb(Y));

let \ix (vy) be any regular Borel measure on Y (on X) such that

and

kix(Tf) = f(x)   K(/) = T/(y))      for all/G A

var(Ail) = ||(r-1r0l||      (varK) = \\T*6y
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Fix any positive number M such that 1/fc > M > 1/2, and for x G X, let Sx be

the set of all points y G Y such that ^({x})! > M||T*óy||, and Sx be the set of all

points y from Sx such that H^itaH (i-e. the norm of functional Sy restricted to TA)

is not less than fc/2.

Notice that because M > 1/2 we have SXl n SX7 = 0 if xi # x2.

Lemma 2.   For each x in X we have Sx # 0 and

(i) /or any compact subset K of X the set \JxeK Sx is a closed subset ofY;

(ii) the function <p: {JxeX Sx —► X: <p(y) = x, if y G Sx, is continuous.

Proof. Let us first consider some general facts. If A is a closed subspace

of Co(X), then any functional F G A* can be extended, with the same norm, to

a regular Borel measure ßp on X. On the other hand, A can be regarded as a

subspace of the space of continuous functions on A* with the weak * topology,

and any such measure p,p can be regarded as a regular Borel measure defined on a

closed subset of A*. Notice that this is independent of the fact whether or not A

separates points of the set X. Now let T be an isomorphism between two subspaces

A and B of the spaces CVj(X) and Co(Y), respectively. Regarding A and B in the

above way, for any functional F G A* we can first find a measure /j,g on Y c B*

where G = (T"1)*^) and then a measure £G on T*(Y) C A* :

£g{K) = ßGÜT-^'iK))   for any Borel subset K of A*.

The measure £g represents the same functional F on A and var(£o) = var(MG) =

\\{T-inm
In the sequel we shall use the same notation for a function / G A c C0(X) and

for the corresponding continuous function on A* if no misunderstanding is likely to

occur.

We now return to our situation and put F = 6Xo. We get a measure £Xo =

£cr—i)««,.   concentrated in T*(Y) c A* such that

(1) /(so) = M/) = (T-'yiS^Tf) = ßX0(Tf) = U(f)

for all / in A, and

(2) var(^0)=||(T-1r(¿5:Co)||=var(Ma;o).

Fix e > 0. By the definition of ¡xXa we have

Mxo({2/€Y:||r5y|TA||<l}) = 0,

so by regularity of p,Xo, there is a compact subset Y' of {y G Y: H^itaH > fc/2}

such that \fiXo(Y — Y')\ < e. From (1) and (2) there exists, for any / in A such that

||/1| = 1 = /(x0), an F G supp £Xo n T*[Y') with the property that |F(/)| > 1 - 2e.

Let a net (Ua)a^r constitute a neighbourhood basis at xo indexed in the obvious

way, and let (fa) be a net of functions from A obtained by Lemma 1, i.e. such that

for all a G T:

1. ||/a(xo)|| = l = /a(x0);

2. |/Q(x)|<eforallxGX-t/a;

3. |/Q(x) - (Re /a(x))+| < e for all x G X.

Let Fa = T*(Sya) be any functional such that ya G Y' and

(3) \Fa(fa)\ > 1 - 2e.
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Let us decompose the measure uVa as follows: uVa = vxa + v2a, where v\ = Vya\ua,

i/| = vVa\x-ua- We can assume the nets (i/*) and {v2a) are weak * convergent to

measures vx and v2, respectively, and (ya) converges to yo G Y'.

From (3) and the definition of vVa and fa we have

(4) \uya(Ua)\>l-6e.

Hence ul = \i6Xo where |Xi| > 1 — 6e. On the other hand the measure v2 can be

represented in the form

v2 = \26Xo + Au2   where A^2({x0}) = 0.

Hence

v° = v1 + v2 = (\1 + \2)6Xo + Av2.

From (4),

ka(t/Q)|>l-6e>1^(|^|((7a) + var(^)).

Hence, if 1 — 6e > M • fc then

(5) |Xi | > M(|Xi | + var(z/2)) = M(|X, | + |X21 + var(Ai/2)).

Notice now that, since 1/2 < M < 1, for any Xi, \2GCwe have

(6) |Xi +X2| - |Xi| > M(|Xi +X2| - |Xi| — |X2|).

Adding (5) and (6) we get

(7) |Xi + X2| > M(|Xj + X2| + var(A^2)) > M var(^°) > M\\T*6yo\\.

Now let v be any regular measure on X which represents T*6yo. Since A is an

extremely regular subspace of C?o(X), we have |^({xo})| > |Xi + X2|; hence by (7),

\u({x0})\ > M\\T6y0\\

and this proves y o G SXo.

(i) Now fix a compact subset K of X and let ya G SXa, xa G K and ya —* yo G

Y. Recall that vVa denotes a regular Borel measure on Y which represents the

functional T*6ya and is such that var(i/j,Q) = HT'o^JI.

By our assumption

(8) vya = \a6Xa + Ava   where |Xa| > M(|XQ| + var(A¡>a)).

Without loss of generality we can assume the nets (XQ), (xa) and (Ai^Q) are

convergent, in appropriate topologies, to Xo G C, xo G K and to a measure Auo =

X'6Xo + p, where p({xo}) = 0, respectively.

From (8), we have

|Xo|>M(|X0| + |X'|+var(p));

hence, as in the proof of previous part we get

|Xo + X'|>M(|X0 + X'|+varO¡>)).

Next we get |^0({x0})| > M var(^yo) and, hence, y0 G [jxeK $r-

(ii) Let ¡/a £ SIo for a G T and ya —► yo G SXo. To prove the continuity of <p it

is sufficient to show that xQ is neither convergent to any Xi / xo nor divergent to

infinity (in the case X is noncompact).
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Assume first that xQ —► x\ # xo- We have

vVa = Xa6Xa + Aua   foraGru{0}u{l},

where |XQ| > M(|XQ| + var(A^Q)). Assume without loss of generality that XQ —►

X', Aua —► Av. Since T*6Va tends to T*6yo in weak * topology, it follows that

the measures X^f5Xl + Au' and Xo<5Xo + Aiv0 represent the same functionals on A,

but this is impossible since |Xi| + |Xo| > var(A^i) + var(Attj), and A is extremely

regular.

Now assume X is noncompact and xQ is divergent to infinity, and use the same

notation as above. The net \a6Xa tends to zero so the measure Au' represents the

functional T*6yo, but

var(Ai/) < fim var(A^Q) < fc/2,

and this contradicts our assumption

S*,C{y€Y:|ft,|rA||>*/2}.

To end the proof of the theorem put

p:   U ~SX-+X:ip(y) = x   \îyG~Sx.
x€X

For a compact space X the inclusion Y\ C Uxex &x ana the continuity of <p are

immediate consequences of Lemma 2(i).

Remark. The assertion of the Theorem cannot be strengthened to the effect

"Y\ is a closed subset of Y". A simple counterexample is obtained by taking A to

be the space Co of all infinite sequences tending to zero, Cb(Y) the space c of all

convergent sequences and T the natural isometric embedding of Co into c.
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